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Ab initio treatment of charge transfer in ion-molecule collisions based on one-electron wave functions
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Two simple ab initio methods based on one-electron wave functions are employed to calculate the single-
electron capture and single ionization of H2O and CO molecules by ion impact. The anisotropy of the molecular
targets is taken into account by using multicenter pseudopotentials to represent the interaction of the active
electron with the ionic molecular core. These two methods are applied to the study of three collisional systems:
H+ + H2O, He2+ + H2O, and C2+ + CO. Comparison with experiments and other theoretical works is presented
when available.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Collisions between ions and molecules are relevant pro-
cesses in cold plasmas, which have motivated a large amount
of experimental [1–7] and theoretical [8–12] works.

Although, for small molecules, ab initio electronic structure
calculations can be performed with high accuracy, complex
systems require expensive computational resources. Moreover,
dynamical calculations for these systems demand simplified
methods that avoid the need to regularize the divergent
behavior of dynamical couplings at conical intersections,
regions where potential energy surfaces cross, and where
nonadiabatic transitions predominantly take place (see, e.g.,
[13] and references therein).

We present two simple semiclassical ab initio methods
to study collisions with polyatomic molecules. In this work,
we have focused on the evaluation of single-electron capture
(SEC) and single ionization (SI) processes:

P+ + T −→ P + T+ (SEC), (1)

P+ + T −→ P+ + T+ + e− (SI), (2)

where P represents the projectile (H+, He2+, or C2+) and
T the target (H2O or CO). In the next section, we describe
the main details of the two approaches employed, which
are based on the use of a multicenter pseudopotential to
account for the interaction of the active electron with the
multielectronic and/or polyatomic target and projectile. Also,
the independent particle model (IPM) is used to define either
transition probabilities or to simplify the evaluation of matrix
elements between multielectronic states.

CO and H2O are the second- and third-most abundant
molecules in the universe, respectively [14]. This makes the
information about their molecular structure and dynamical
aspects essential for astrophysical purposes. Both of them play
important roles for life, too; water is a dominant component
in cells (see, e.g., [15]), and CO plays a fundamental role
in the human body as a signaling molecule (most probably
a neurotransmitter; see [16]); it also appears as a secondary
product after DNA chain damage [8]. In particular, given the
scarce information available in the literature, the study of the
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interaction of carbon ions [17–19] as C2+ with CO molecules
is of great importance.

As shown in previous works [20], charge transfer shows a
marked anisotropy with respect to target-projectile relative
orientation; therefore, we perform calculations for several
collisional orientations.

In this work, all calculations have been performed in the
laboratory reference frame (LRF). This choice is justified
by the important simplification obtained in the structural
calculations, avoiding the need to reorient the target molecule
as the projectile moves in the collisional trajectory. Moreover,
evaluation of the dynamical couplings, electronic energies, and
corrections due to the introduction of a common translation
factor (CTF) [21] also becomes easier in the LRF.

Dynamical calculations are performed in a wide energy
range covering from 0.1 to 110 keV. The symbols a0 and Eh

are used to refer to the atomic units of length and energy,
respectively.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

Within the semiclassical eikonal ab initio approach [22],
we assume that the projectile follows straight-line trajectories
with impact parameter b and velocity v:

R(t) = b + vt, (3)

adequate for E > 100 eV, where most of the experiments are
carried out.

A. Asymptotic molecular orbitals and pseudopotentials

The presence of conical intersections (CIs) between adia-
batic electronic molecular states is a well-known feature of
ab initio treatment of ion-molecule collisions. At the loci
of the CI, the adiabatic wave functions present singular,
nonintegrable couplings that must be removed prior to any
dynamical treatment. A rigorous formalism to perform this
regularization was presented in Ref. [13]. Nevertheless, if the
number of CIs to be regularized is large, it is more practical
to use nonadiabatic electronic states given that the couplings
between them behave smoothly even at the loci of the CI.

Therefore, in this work the scattering wave function is
expanded in terms of nonadiabatic molecular orbitals (MOs),
φ(R), obtained from asymptotic orbitals, solutions of the
eigenvalue equation at a very large value of the projectile-target
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distance Ra = 1000a0:

h(r; Ra)φi(Ra) = εiφi(Ra), (4)

where h(r; Ra) is the fixed-nuclei Hamiltonian given by

h(r; Ra) = − 1
2∇2 + VT+ + VP, (5)

where VT+ is the electron-target interaction potential and VP is
the electron-projectile one. The φ orbitals reflect the separated
projectile and target electronic structure.

Equation (4) is solved in a large GTO basis sets {ξ}. We have
used the one provided by Widmark et al. [23] to describe the
water hydrogen atoms in H+ + H2O and He2+ + H2O systems
and both molecular and ion carbon atoms in the C2+ + CO
system. For the proton projectile in the H+ + H2O system
we have used the basis set provided in Ref. [24]; for He we
have optimized the basis set available in Ref. [25] and for the
oxygen atom in all the systems we have used the basis set
given in Ref. [26].

For a large internuclear distance (Ra ≈ 1000a0), the solu-
tion of the Schrödinger equation (4) provides the (asymptotic)
coefficient matrix C(Ra):

φi(Ra) =
∑

j

cij (Ra)ξj (Ra), (6)

which is employed to construct the MOs φi at any other
internuclear position R,

φi(R) =
∑

j

cij (Ra)ξj (R). (7)

In this work, the basis set {φi(R)} for the H+ + H2O system
contains 108 MOs, 5 of which are water MOs, 78 describe
ionization, 6 account for projectile electron capture, and 19
correspond to target excitation. In the He2+ + H2O system
we have 130 MOs, 5 of which are water valence orbitals, 85
describe ionization, 18 are projectile electron capture, and 22
represent target excitation orbitals. With respect to C2+ + CO,
we have obtained a total of 185 MOs, of which 7 are CO MOs,
2 represent C2+ passive doubly occupied orbitals, 135 have
positive energy, 15 account for projectile electron capture and
26 correspond to target excitation.

In Eq. (5), VT+ is a multicenter pseudopotential representing
the interaction of the active electron with the molecular ion
(H2O+ or CO+), and VP+ is the Coulomb potential in the case
of H+ and He2+ projectiles and a pseudopotential for C2+. The
expressions of these pseudopotentials are

VH2O+
(
rO,rH1 ,rH2

) = VO(rO) + VH
(
rH1

) + VH
(
rH2

)
, (8)

VCO+ (rO,rC) = VO(rO) + VC(rC), (9)

with

Vk = −NA − Nk

rk

− Nk

rk

(1 + αkrk)e−2αkrk |s〉〈s|

− γk

Nk

rk

(1 + τkrk) e−2τkrk [1 − |s〉〈s|], (10)

where NA is the atomic number of the corresponding atom
A, Nk is the screening charge of the atom k, and rk is the
distance between the active electron and the atom k. These
expressions contain free parameters which have been fitted to
minimize the difference between the energies of the orbitals in

TABLE I. Fitted parameters for the different target and projectile
pseudo potentials. The units of αk and τk are a0

−1.

Parameters H2O+ CO+ C2+

NO 7.162 7.609
αO 1.480 1.501
τO 1.600 1.503
γO 1 1
αH 0.665
γH 0
NH (9 − NO)/2
αC 0.850 0.963
τC 1.020 1.451
γC 1 1
NC 13 − NO 4

the pseudopotential with the energies of the same orbitals in a
self-consistent field (SCF) calculation of the system, with final
differences after the fitting procedure smaller than 4 × 10−3Eh

for each valence orbital. The values of the fitted parameters are
given in Table I. Derived parameters from the fitted ones are
NH = (9 − NO)/2 (for H2O+) and NC = 13 − NO (for CO+).
In Table II, the energies obtained with the pseudopotential
calculation are compared with the SCF ones using the same
basis sets and it can be seen that there is a general good
agreement between them.

B. Method I (MI)

In this method, the one-electron scattering wave function is
a solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation,(

h − i
∂

∂t

)
	MI(r,t) = 0, (11)

with the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (5).
Using the molecular basis set {φ} of Eq. (7), the dynamical

one-electron wave function 	MI is expanded as

	MI(r; t) =
∑

j

aj (t)φj exp

(
−i

∫ t

0
dt ′ λj

)
, (12)

where λj = (s−1h)jj and where s and h are the overlap and
Hamiltonian matrices in the basis {φ}.

TABLE II. Fitted pseudopotential and SCF energies (in Eh) of
the valence orbitals for H2O, CO, and C2+ systems.

Orbitals 2a1 1b2 3a1 1b1

H2O (SCF) −1.3503 −0.721 73 −0.584 96 −0.510 79
H2O (pseudo) −1.3556 −0.720 67 −0.588 18 −0.513 81

Orbitals σ2s σ ∗
2s π2p σ2p

CO (SCF) −1.518 51 −0.804 09 −0.638 40 −0.555 44
CO (pseudo) −1.461 79 −0.860 78 −0.638 42 −0.558 39

Orbitals 2s

C2+ (SCF) −1.694 05
C2+ (pseudo) −1.693 46
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements of
hMI obtained in the basis {φ} for the H+ + H2O system along the
trajectory t1 with impact parameter b = 1a0. Solid and dashed lines
correspond to MOs with asymptotic negative energy and located
on the target and the projectile, respectively, while dot-dashed lines
correspond to MOs with asymptotic positive energy.

In Fig. 1, we show the diagonal matrix elements of the
Hamiltonian h as a function of the projectile position along a
specific projectile trajectory t1 [plotted in Figs. 2(a) and 3] in
H+ + H2O collisions with an impact parameter b = 1a0. The
dashed lines correspond to MOs that asymptotically describe
SEC; the solid lines correspond to MOs that asymptotically
represent a bound electron into the H2O+ pseudopotential,
and dot-dashed lines come from molecular pseudostates with
asymptotic positive energy; their population account for an
estimate of the ionization cross section.

The substitution of expansion (12) into the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation (11) leads to a system of first-order
differential equations:

i
dai

dt
=

∑
k

(s−1M)ikak, (13)

FIG. 2. (Color online) Diagrams of the ten and five trajectories
detailed in Table IV used in studying (a) [H+,He2+] + H2O and
(b) C2+ + CO collisions, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Projectile trajectory t1 in H+ + H2O collisions with
indication of distances.

where the coupling matrix elements are

Mik = 〈φi |h − i
∂

∂t
|φk〉. (14)

Equation (13) is solved along each projectile trajectory
R(t) and each initial condition that assumes that the active
electron is initially in one of the valence MOs of the target
molecule (e.g., for water): aj (t = 0) = δij , with j = 2,3,4,5
representing 2a1, 1b2, 3a1, and 1b1 MOs, respectively. The
one-electron transition probability from φj to φi along a given
trajectory is

pij = |〈	MI(Ra)|φi(Ra)〉|2 = |ai(Ra)|2. (15)

According to this expression, monoelectronic capture, psec
j ,

and ionization, pion
j , probabilities from the orbital φj are given

by

psec
j =

∑
i

pij if εi(Ra) < 0 with orbital

i located on the projectile, (16)

pion
j =

∑
i

pij if εi(Ra) > 0. (17)

Multielectron probabilities are obtained from these (pseudopo-
tential) probabilities by using the independent event model
(IEVM) [27,28]:

P SEC = 2
∑

j

psec
j

(
1 − pion

j − psec
j

)
, (18)

P ION = 2
∑

j

pion
j

(
1 − pion

j − psec
j

)
, (19)

with j running over target valence MO.

C. Method II (MII)

In this method, the scattering wave function, 	MII, is
expanded in terms of configurations {�i} built using the set
of asymptotic MOs {φi} of Eq. (7). The set of configurations
{�i} includes one that represents the entrance channel Pq+ + T
for projectiles H+, He2+, or C2+ and targets H2O and CO,
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with the target in its ground electronic state. The exit channel
configurations are obtained as single excitations from the
ground-state configuration:

�1 = ||φ1φ̄1 . . . φnφ̄n|| entrance channel, (20)

�j = ||φ1φ̄1 . . . φmφ̄l||
+ ||φ1φ̄1 . . . φlφ̄m|| exit channels, (21)

where m runs over the occupied MOs of the target and l labels
one of the unoccupied orbitals of the collisional system (see
the Appendix for more detailed information). If φl is a target
orbital, the configuration represents an excitation, if φl is a
projectile orbital, it corresponds to electron capture; if the
energy of φl is positive, the transition to the corresponding
configuration is interpreted as ionization.

The collisional wave function is expanded in the set of
configurations of Eqs. (20) and (21) as

	MII(r; t) =
∑

j

dj (t)�j exp

(
− i

∫ t

0
dt ′�j

)
, (22)

where r denotes the electronic coordinates, while �j =
(S−1H)jj , with S and H the overlap and MII-Hamiltonian
matrices in the basis {�}. Using this wave function as solution
of the dynamical equation(

H − i
∂

∂t

)
	MII(r,t) = 0, (23)

we obtain the transition probability from the entrance channel
�1 to the state �i , for a given trajectory m, by integrating
a system of coupled differential equations similar to that of
Eq. (13):

Pm,i = |〈	MII(Ra)|�i(Ra)〉|2 = |di(Ra)|2. (24)

In particular, the SEC and SI probabilities are

P SEC
m =

∑
k

Pk; P SI
m =

∑
l

Pl, (25)

where the index k runs over configurations representing
electron capture and the index l labels configurations that
contain an excitation to a MO with positive energy.

In this method we solve the eikonal equation for a multi-
electronic wave function and, consequently, there is no need
for an independent-particle interpretation of the probabilities
because they are directly obtained from Eq. (24). On the
other hand, the method requires the evaluation of two-electron
integrals. To simplify this task, we have employed the IPM
[29] to approximate the evaluation of the Hamiltonian matrix
elements in the configuration basis set:

〈�i |H |�j 〉 ≈ 〈�i |
2n∑

j=1

h|�j 〉, (26)

where 2n is the total number of electrons.

D. Common translation factor

Common translation factors have been extensively em-
ployed in previous ion-atom and ion-diatom collisional studies
(see, for example, [30,31]) to ensure that a truncated expansion
of the scattering wave function fulfills the boundary conditions

of the system and preserve the Galilean invariance of the
results. The use of a velocity field (or CTF) has been shown
to be one of the most practical choices, as a correction to
potential or dynamical couplings can still be written without
explicit plane-wave functions in the integrands. In this work,
we solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation along the
projectile trajectory in the LRF for a wave function 	CTF,(

H − i
∂

∂t

)
	CTF = 0, (27)

that includes a CTF [32],

	CTF = eiU (r,t)	 ≡ D	, (28)

with

U (r,t) = f (r,t)vr − 1
2f 2(r,t)v2t, (29)

where f (r,t) is a switching function that depends on both
the electronic coordinates, r, and the time-dependent nuclear
position, R(t):

f (r,t) = g(R)

[
b

R
x + vt

R
z

]
, (30)

which contains a cutoff function of the form

g(R) = R

R2 + η2
, (31)

where η refers to the range of internuclear distances where cor-
rections due to the introduction of a CTF become very small.
The matrix elements arising from Eq. (27) are calculated as〈

	CTF
i

∣∣H − i
∂

∂t

∣∣	CTF
j

〉
= εj δij + 〈	i | −i

∂

∂t
|	j 〉

+ 〈	i | − 1

2
i

N∑
l=1

∇2
l U − i

N∑
l=1

∇lU∇l|	j 〉

+ 〈	i |∂U

∂t
− 1

2

N∑
l=1

(∇lU )2|	j 〉, (32)

with N the total number of valence electrons.
We have verified that terms proportional to v2 appearing

in the couplings coming from the introduction of this CTF
(29) lead to the overestimation of the SEC cross sections at
intermediate collisional velocities (v > 1 a.u.). This effect,
previously described in ion-atom collisions (see [21]), can be
attributed to the singular behavior of the specific form of the
switching function f (r,R) at very small values of R. In these
situations, the cutoff parameter η can be employed to (almost)
suppress the unphysical effect of these terms in the region of
small internuclear distances R, where the basis is complete to
practical purposes. According to this behavior, we have used
larger values of η as the energy of the collision increases.

Given the very large (almost complete) asymptotic MO
basis sets {φ} employed in MI, we have not introduced any
translation factor (TF) in this method.
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E. Anisotropy and orientation-averaged cross sections

Single-electron capture and ionization probabilities, hence
cross sections, are calculated along the specific projectile
trajectory defined in the LRF which, in the eikonal approx-
imation, follows the classical trajectory R = b + vt . By fixing
the direction of v̂ in the LRF, say ẑ, the relative orientation
of the target molecule can be determined by the three Euler
angles α,β,γ [33]. The average over all possible target
orientations produces orientation-averaged cross sections that
can be compared with experimental data:

σ̄ (v) = 1

4π

∫ ∞

0
db b

∫ 2π

0
dα

∫ π

0
dβ sin β

×
∫ 2π

0
dγP (b,v,α,β,γ ). (33)

The integrals over the Euler angles can be calculated using
quadrature methods; in particular, we employ the 24-point
formula obtained by taking equally spaced points in the angle
variables in increments of π/2 and removing repetitions

(αi,βj ,γj ) = {αi ⊗ (β,γ )j }
(34)

i = 1, . . . ,4; j = 1, . . . ,6,

with

αi ∈ {0,π/2,π,3π/2},
(β,γ )j ∈ {(0,0),(π/2,0),(π/2,π/2),(π/2,π ), (35)

(π/2,3π/2),(π,0)}.
The orientations of the target molecule with respect to the

projectile trajectory can be equivalently accounted for by fixing
the molecule in the LRF and varying the orientation of b̂ and
v̂, with the restriction of b̂ ⊥ v̂. The 24 points are equivalently
described with the pairs detailed in Table III.

We can take advantage of the molecular symmetries to
reduce the number of projectile trajectories that are actually
different. For example, if the water molecule is in the XZ

plane, with the C2 axis along ẑ, collisional orientations 21 and
22 (see Table III) are equivalent and only one of them needs
to be explicitly calculated. This argument makes it possible
to reduce the number of orientations to be calculated in ion
collisions with the water molecule, in its equilibrium geometry,
from 24 to 10, which are those indicated in Fig. 2(a). For
the CO molecule, given its higher symmetry, from the 24
initial orientations, only the five detailed in Fig. 2(b) need to
be calculated. The 24 orientations are detailed in Table III.

TABLE III. Pairs of unitary impact parameter and velocity vectors
(b̂,v̂)i employed to determine collisional projectile orientations.

i (b̂,v̂)i i (b̂,v̂)i i (b̂,v̂)i i (b̂,v̂)i

1 (x̂,ŷ) 2 (x̂,−ŷ) 3 (x̂,ẑ) 4 (x̂,−ẑ)
5 (−x̂,ŷ) 6 (−x̂,−ŷ) 7 (−x̂,ẑ) 8 (−x̂,−ẑ)
9 (ŷ,x̂) 10 (ŷ,−x̂) 11 (ŷ,ẑ) 12 (ŷ,−ẑ)
13 (−ŷ,x̂) 14 (−ŷ,−x̂) 15 (−ŷ,ẑ) 16 (−ŷ,−ẑ)
17 (ẑ,x̂) 18 (ẑ,−x̂) 19 (ẑ,ŷ) 20 (ẑ,−ŷ)
21 (−ẑ,x̂) 22 (−ẑ,−x̂) 23 (−ẑ,ŷ) 24 (−ẑ,−ŷ)

TABLE IV. Relation between the trajectory names used in this
paper and their spatial orientation detailed in Table III.

H2O CO

t1: 17, 18 t1: 17, 21, 9, 13
t2: 19, 20 t2: 18, 22, 10, 14
t3: 3, 7 t3: 19, 20, 23, 24, 11, 12, 15, 16
t4: 1, 2, 5, 6 t4: 1, 2, 3, 4
t5: 4, 8 t5: 5, 6, 7, 8
t6: 21, 22
t7: 23, 24
t8: 9, 10, 13, 14
t9: 12, 16
t10: 11, 15

Table IV details the labeling of the trajectories we have
employed in this work for both H2O and CO targets.

In summary, the evaluation of orientation-averaged cross
sections for the equilibrium geometry of the water molecule
oriented as in Fig. 2(a) is obtained as

σ = 1

12

(
10∑
t=1

σt + σ4 + σ8

)
, (36)

and, in the case of the CO target [Fig. 2(b)]:

σ = 1

6

(
5∑

t=1

σt + σ3

)
. (37)

To illustrate the influence of the trajectory orientation in the
SEC cross sections, we plot in Fig. 4 the results obtained
for H+ + H2O collisions for the ten trajectory types indicated
in Fig. 2(a). It can be observed that the SEC cross sections
strongly depend on the orientation of the trajectory. The
orientation-averaged SEC cross section [Eq. (36)] is also
included.

In Fig. 5 we show the capture probabilities bP (b) as a
function of the impact parameter b for three orientations
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FIG. 4. (Color online) SEC cross section in H+ + H2O collisions,
for the ten trajectories depicted in Fig. 2(a), calculated with MII and
cutoff parameter η = 2. The solid line is the orientation-averaged
result obtained with Eq. (36).
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FIG. 5. (Color online) bP (b) SEC transition probabilities for the three projectile trajectories indicated in the panels (t2, t3, and t4) in
H+ + H2O collisions at 4 keV impact energy.

(see caption), at 4 keV impact energy, calculated using the
MII. These figures confirm the need to consider the target
anisotropy, given the strong relationship between the symme-
try of the initial and final MOs and the projectile trajectory. For
example, for t2 and t3 the transition with the highest probability
is from 3a1 of H2O to 1s of H, and for t4 it is from 1b2 of H2O to
1s of H. This figure also shows the impact parameters at which
the function bP (b) peaks (b = 4a0 for t2 and t4, b = 2.5a0 for
t3) and the magnitude of the peaks (2.05a0 for t2, 1.75a0 for
t3, and 1.25a0 for t4) for these three trajectories. In the picture
for t4 trajectory, we can observe the low, but non-negligible,
contribution of SEC transitions into H(2l) energy levels to the
total capture probabilities and, consequently, to the SEC cross
sections.

F. Vibrational sudden approximation

Preliminary dynamical calculations in H+ + H2O colli-
sions have shown that SEC cross sections underestimate

ΔΔ 31

Δ2

FIG. 6. (Color online) Vibrational modes for the water molecule:
symmetric stretching A1 (left), antisymmetric stretching B2 (center),
and bending A1 (right).

the experimental data for energies below 5–6 keV as a
consequence of restricting our calculations to the Franck-
Condon (FC) approximation of the molecule in its equilibrium
geometry. In order to address this problem, we have used
the vibrational-sudden approximation, performing dynamical
calculations with a few distorted geometries of the water
molecule.

In gas phase, the water molecule vibrations [34] involve
combinations of the three vibrational modes shown in Fig. 6:
symmetric stretching (left), antisymmetric stretching (center),
and bending (right) of the covalent bonds. In order to
choose several nuclear configurations to perform dynamical
calculations, we have considered that the global zero point
energy is 0.0410Eh, with contributions from the symmetric
stretching, antisymmetric stretching and bending modes of
[35] 0.0166Eh, 0.0171Eh, and 0.007 27Eh, respectively.

To obtain the electronic energies for different molecular
geometries, we have perform multireference configuration
interaction (MRCI) calculations using a modified [36,37]
MELD [38] package for each vibrational mode, as shown in
Fig. 7: symmetric stretching (a), antisymmetric stretching (b),
and bending (c). We then fitted these electronic energies to
Morse potentials for the symmetric stretching,

V M
s = −76.26 + 0.41 (1 − e−1.24 (ρ−1.81))2, (38)

being ρ = ρ1 = ρ2 (see Table V caption) and bending,

V M
θ = −76.26 + 0.31 (1 − e−0.018 (θ/2−53.04)) , (39)
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Water molecule electronic ground state potential energy curves obtained for the three vibrational modes sketched
in Fig. 6. MRCI calculation (solid lines), fitted Morse [(a) and (c)] or quartic (b) potentials (dash-dotted lines), and fitted harmonic potentials
(dashed lines). (a) Symmetric stretching A1, (b) antisymmetric stretching B2, (c) bending A1.

θ also in Table V, and to a quartic type potential for
antisymmetric stretching (just over the MRCI calculation),

V C
a = −76.25 + 0.51 χ2 + 0.83 χ4, (40)

with χ = ρ1 − ρ0 = ρ0 − ρ2 and ρ0 the equilibrium O-H
distance.

To get a small set of water molecule geometries that
sufficiently sample its ground vibrational state, we have
only consider geometries with an appreciable weight ob-
tained from vibrational harmonic densities shown in Fig. 8.

TABLE V. Parameters of the seven different geometries employed
to calculate H+ + H2O cross sections using the sudden approximation
and the weight for each geometry. θ = ĤOH, ρ1 = distance O-H1,
ρ2 = distance O-H2.

Geometry θ (deg) ρ1 (a0) ρ2 (a0) Weight

G
eq
0 104.5 1.81 1.81 0.4486

G1 98.5 1.51 1.71 0.0821
G2 110.5 1.61 1.61 0.0862
G3 104.5 1.71 2.11 0.0851
G4 98.5 2.01 2.01 0.0892
G5 110.5 1.91 2.11 0.0821
G6 104.5 1.61 1.61 0.1267

These densities have been obtained using the vibrational
wave functions [39,40] of the harmonic potentials fitted to
the set of three MRCI ones of Fig. 7. By employing a
coordinate transformation to express these harmonic poten-
tials as a function of the distortion from the equilibrium
geometry, we can write the expressions for the symmetric
stretching V harm

s , bending V harm
θ , and antisymmetric stretching

-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
Δ

i

0

1

2

3

P
(Δ

i)

Stretching A
1

Bending A
1

Stretching B
2

FIG. 8. (Color online) Probability density of the vibrational
symmetry modes as a function of the displacements from the
equilibrium geometry of H2O, �i , as illustrated in Fig. 6.
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V harm
a as

V harm
s = −76.26 + 0.056 �2

1, (41)

V harm
θ = −76.26 + 9.7 × 10−5 �2

2, (42)

V harm
a = −76.25 + 0.65 �2

3, (43)

with �1, �2, and �3 detailed in Fig. 6.
Once we get the probability for a given geometry, we can,

with the fitted potentials from Fig. 7, obtain the corresponding
electronic energies associated to the ground vibrational state
(0 � Evib � 0.06Eh).

We have performed dynamical calculations for the distorted
geometries given in Table V. Collisions performed using target
molecules in nonequilibrium geometries can require additional
relative projectile-target orientations (see previous section) to
get the orientation-averaged cross sections. In the case of water
collisions, 6 extra trajectories were employed to account for a
total of 16 different ones, in calculations with geometries G1,
G3, and G5 listed in Table V.

To calculate the sudden orientation-averaged cross section,
we use

σ s =
6∑

k=0

σkWk, (44)

where σk is the orientation-averaged cross section for the water
geometry k and Wk is the normalized weight of that geometry
as given in Table V.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. H+ + H2O collisions

In Fig. 9 we show the comparison between our SEC cross
sections for impact energies in the range 1–110 keV, using
MII (solid line in the figure), with several experimental data
of [2,5–7], and with previous ab initio calculations performed
by Mada et al. [12] and classical calculations by Illescas
et al. [41]. Results of MII were obtained using the vibrational
sudden approximation previously detailed and combining the
results obtained with different values of the cutoff parameter
η of Eq. (31): η = 2 for E � 10 keV and η = 8 for 10 keV
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Illescas (2011) [CTMC]

FIG. 9. (Color online) SEC cross section in H+ + H2O collisions.
Dashed line and solid line are the present results with Methods I
and II, respectively. Star and cross symbols (with dot-dashed lines)
correspond to other calculations and solid symbols correspond to
experimental data, as indicated in the figure.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Single ionization cross section in H+ +
H2O collisions. The solid line is the present calculation with MII;
the dot-dashed line is a CTMC calculation and the solid symbols
correspond to experimental data, as indicated in the figure.

� E � 30 keV. For E � 30 keV we have employed, as an
approximation to infinite values of η, an expansion of the wave
function, in the set of asymptotic states, without translation
factor; this accurately reproduces the experimental data for
energies up to 100 keV.

We also show in Fig. 9 the results of MI within the
FC approximation. In this case, given the more complete
character of the basis employed, we have not introduced any
TF. The results obtained with this method present a very good
agreement with the experimental data for impact energies
between 2 and 40 keV.

The calculations with MII for this system were made using
37 MOs [see Eq. (7)] to produce a total of 129 configurations
[see Eq. (21)], of which 1 corresponds to the entrance channel,
24 account for electron capture to the projectile, 28 for
ionization, and 76 for target excitation. We have not allowed
transitions from the MO with lower energy (1a1 of water) due
to the large energy gap with other orbitals.

In Fig. 10, we show the SI cross-section calculated with
MII. As ionization becomes important at higher energies, we
have only performed FC calculations with η = 2. In this figure,
we compare our results with two sets of experimental data [2,6]
and with recent classical CTMC calculations [41]. Our results
follow correctly the curve plotted by the experimental data for
E � 15 keV, but slightly underestimate this data for higher
energies, probably due to the limited number of ionization
channels.

B. He2+ + H2O collisions

This system has been studied applying MII within the
Franck-Condon approach, also using two values of the cutoff
parameter η = 2, η = 6, and without CTF for impact energies
higher than 10 keV, allowing us to make a fitting of these
results from 0.4 to 70 keV.

Calculations for this system were performed using 37 MOs
{φi} (7) to produce a total of 129 configurations {�j} (21),
of which 1 correspond to the entrance channel, 72 account for
electron capture by the projectile, 12 for ionization, and 44
for target excitation. As in collisions with protons, we have
not included transitions from the 1a1 MO of water to other
orbitals.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) SEC cross section in He2+ + H2O colli-
sions. The solid line is the present calculation with MII, the dashed
line is the contribution to the SEC cross section from transitions to
n = 2 of He2+. Solid symbols correspond to experimental works as
indicated in the figure.

In Fig. 11 we observe that our SEC cross sections
compare well with experimental data of Refs. [2,5,42] (note
the linear scale). The small differences at impact energies
E � 1.5 keV/u are due to the use of the Franck-Condon
approximation. Our SEC results improve previous theoretical
results obtained using the electron-nuclear-dynamics ab initio
calculations from Cabrera-Trujillo et al. [43].

The set of accurate H+ + H2O and He2+ + H2O SEC
cross sections in a wide range of impact energies (0.5 � E �
100 keV) is a consequence of two factors. The first one is the
presence, in both systems, of an important set of pseudostates
and excited states, which can absorb, in the first stages of the
collision, the flux of electrons with positive energies, avoiding
capture states of being contaminated by ionizing electrons.
The second factor is the use of a cutoff parameter η that
grows with the impact energy, making it possible to regularize
the corrections to v2 provided by the CTF method. These
two factors permit to get SEC cross sections that accurately
follow the experimental fall of the cross sections at increasing
energies. In Fig. 12, we show the result for the He2+ + H2O
system performed without a CTF. As it can be seen in the
figure, the lack of a CTF for energies below 10 keV produces a
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FIG. 12. (Color online) SEC cross section in He2+ + H2O col-
lisions. The dash-dotted line is the present result with MII without
CTF. Symbols are experimental data as indicated in the figure.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) SEC cross section in C2+ + CO col-
lisions. Broken lines are the results obtained with the trajectory
orientations of Fig. 2(b), as indicated in the figure. The solid line
is the orientation-averaged result. The symbols are the calculations
of Bene et al. [44] for the two trajectories indicated.

clear underestimation of the experimental cross section. This
behavior is also present in the H+ + H2O system.

C. C2+ + CO collisions

We have performed dynamical calculations expanding
the wave function in a set of multielectronic configurations
obtained using MII. This set includes the entrance channel
C2+(1S) + CO(1�+) and electron capture states as C+(2P) +
CO+(2�+) and C+(2P) + CO+(2�+), with the target CO
molecule in its equilibrium geometry.

Method II calculations for this system were made using
23 MOs [see (7)] to produce a total of 71 configurations {�j}
(21), of which 1 is the entrance channel, 60 correspond to
electron capture by the projectile, and the rest account for
target excitation. In this system, we have allowed transitions
from neither the two CO MOs with lowest energies due to the
large energy gap to other MOs nor the 1s2 and 2s2 doubled
occupy orbitals of the C2+ ion.

In Fig. 13 we present cross sections for C2+(1S) +
CO(1�+) → C+ + CO+ calculated for the five projectile
trajectory types (broken lines: t1 to t5) sketched in Fig. 2(b).
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FIG. 14. (Color online) SEC transition probabilities bP (b), as a
function of the impact parameter b, for C2+ + CO collisions along
trajectories t3 and with E = 4 keV.
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The calculations of Bene et al. [44] (symbols) are presented
for trajectories t1 and t2. We also provide orientation-averaged
cross sections (solid line) for this system.

A good agreement is observed for trajectories t2 at impact
energies below their maximum (about 0.6 keV), while for
trajectory t1 the results of Bene et al. clearly fall below our
values, which almost coincide with the orientation-averaged
SEC cross section for all the range of impact energies
considered.

As an illustration of the previously mentioned sensitivity
of SEC transition probabilities to the projectile trajectory, we
present in Fig. 14 the inelastic SEC transition probabilities
bP (b) as a function of impact parameter b, calculated for
an impact energy of E = 4 keV along trajectory t3, for
different pairs of initial and final states. These curves show
the strong relationship between geometries of initial and final
states with the relative target-projectile orientation trajectories.
In particular, C2+ t3 trajectories favors transitions between
CO+(B 2�+) state to C+(2px) orbital.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed semiclassical dynamical calculations
using multicenter pseudopotentials to account for the interac-
tion between active electrons and molecular cores, expand-
ing the dynamical wave functions in terms of asymptotic
dynamical orbitals in MI and in a set of multielectronic
asymptotic configurations in MII. Transition probabilities have
been obtained using the IEVM in MI to translate pseudopo-
tentials monoelectronic probabilities to multielectronic ones.
In MII, although transition probabilities are directly obtained
from the dynamical coefficients, evaluation of multielec-
tronic Hamiltonian matrix elements is approximated by using
the IPM.

The implementation of the two simple methods MI and MII,
based on the use of anisotropic pseudopotentials to describe
the interaction of active electrons with ionic cores, has allowed
us to extend the study of electron capture to the energy range
between a few eV up to 100 keV. This has been possible
partially because of the implementation of the vibrational-
sudden approximation (in the H+ + H2O system for MII at
low energies) or the use of an almost complete basis set in MI.
The use of a velocity-dependent cutoff (η) parameter has also
allowed us to improve our results, in particular for intermediate
energies, by the interpolation of the calculations obtained with
different values of η.

To avoid the presence of divergent dynamical couplings
in the abundant CIs loci, and the subsequent need of their
regularization, we have employed nonadiabatic asymptotic
MOs in both methods.

We have also analyzed, in detail, the electron capture
process in the collisions H+ + H2O, He2+ + H2O, and C2+ +
CO, calculated using the previously detailed methods. Both
H+ + H2O and He2+ + H2O systems show good agreement
with experimental data for the energy range between 1 and
80 keV.

Our results for C2+ + CO collisions also show reasonable
agreement with available theoretical calculations of [44] for
two of the five types of trajectories. Experimental measure-

ments of SEC cross sections for this system are necessary to
check the accuracy of the calculated average cross section.

Although in this work we have concentrated in single-
electron processes, the matrices K and Z described in the
Appendix could be employed to study two-electron processes,
which would allow to calculate transfer ionization, double
ionization, double electronic target excitation, etc. In future
works, we intend to improve MII to calculate cross sections
for these processes.
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APPENDIX: BUILDING CONFIGURATIONS IN METHOD II

To build the antisymmetric products of asymptotic orbitals
in MII, we use the IPM approximation to calculate matrix
elements between multielectronic configurations.

For the entrance channel we have

S11 = 〈	1|	1〉 = 1, (A1)

H11 = 〈	1|H |	1〉 =
2j∑
i=1

〈	1|hi |	1〉 � 2
j∑

i=1

hii, (A2)

where j is the total number of valence MOs (5 for H2O, 8 for
CO). The matrix elements involving capture or excited states
take the form

Sklmn
pqrs = 〈	km,ln|	pr,qs〉

= Cklmnpqrs

(∣∣Zkl
pq

∣∣∣∣Zmn
rs

∣∣ + ∣∣Zmn
pq

∣∣∣∣Zkl
rs

∣∣), (A3)

Hklmn
pqrs = 〈	km,ln|H |	pr,qs〉

= Cklmnpqrs

(
j∑

i=1

[∣∣K (i)kl
pq

∣∣∣∣Zmn
rs

∣∣ + ∣∣Zkl
pq

∣∣∣∣K (i)mn
rs

∣∣
+ ∣∣K (i)mn

pq

∣∣∣∣Zkl
rs

∣∣ + ∣∣Zmn
pq

∣∣∣∣K (i)kl
rs

∣∣]), (A4)

where the indexes k, m, p, and r indicate the valence MO,
from which the electrons jump, and the indexes l, n, q, and s

indicate the MO, to which the electrons go. Equations (A3)
and (A4) are the most general expressions for matrix elements
between different channels, including the entrance channel and
several simple and double electron transition channels. The
normalization coefficient Cklmnpqrs depends on the specific
process we are analyzing: single-electron transfer between
the entrance channel and one excited electron configuration,
transitions between two single excited electron states, between
one excited electron state and two excited electrons state,
also two-electron transitions between the entrance channel and
doubly excited configurations, or transitions between doubly
excited configurations.
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The necessary matrices are

K(i)mn
kl =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 0 . . . s1l . . . 0

0 1 . . . s2l . . . 0

. . . . . . . . . . . .

sm1 sm2 . . . sml . . . smj

. . . . . . . . . . . .

hi1 hi2 . . . hil . . . hij

. . . . . . . . . . . .

0 0 . . . sjl . . . 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (A5)

and

Zmn
kl =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 0 . . . s1l . . . 0

0 1 . . . s2l . . . 0

. . . . . . . . . . . .

sn1 sn2 . . . snl . . . snj

. . . . . . . . . . . .

0 0 . . . sjl . . . 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (A6)

The Zmn
kl matrix is obtained from the unit matrix by replacing the elements of column k by the corresponding column l from the

monoelectronic s matrix and the elements of the m row with the corresponding n row from the monoelectronic s matrix. The
K(i)mn

kl matrix is obtained from the unit matrix by replacing the elements of the k column by those coming from the l column of
the monoelectronic s matrix, and the elements of the m row with the elements of the n row of the s matrix, and the elements of
the i row by those of the i row of the monoelectronic Hamiltonian h matrix.
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